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Figure 1: (a) Successive point tree levels and one sphere level of of a robotic gripper. (b) Clustering of the point tree. (c) Different point tree
levels and minimal enclosing spheres of each cluster. (d) Voxelized satellite module. (e) Distance interpolation in a voxel octant.

1 Introduction

Collision detection, force computation, and proximity queries are
fundamental in interactive gaming, assembly simulations, or vir-
tual prototyping. However, many available methods have to find a
trade-off between the accuracy and the high computational speed
required by haptics (1 kHz). [McNeely et al. 2006] presented the
Voxmap-Pointshell (VPS) Algorithm, which enabled more reliable
six-DoF haptic rendering between complex geometries than other
approaches based on polygonal data structures. For each colliding
object pair, this approach uses (i) a voxelmap or voxelized represen-
tation of one object and (ii) a pointshell or point-sampled represen-
tation of the other object (see Figure 2). In each cycle, the penetra-
tion of the points in the voxelized object is computed, which yields
the collision force. [Barbič and James 2008] extended the VPS
Algorithm to support deformable objects. This approach builds hi-
erarchical data structures and distance fields that are updated during
simulation as the objects deform.
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Figure 2: Left: Voxelized and point-sampled objects in collision;
Each voxel has its voxel layer value (l) related to its penetration
in the voxelmap, and each point its inwards pointing normal vector
(ni). Right: Single point (Pi) force (Fi) can be computed scaling the
normal vector (ni) with its penetration in the voxelmap. The cross
products of forces and points yield torques.

We present a haptic rendering algorithm for rigid bodies based on
the VPS Algorithm which also uses hierarchies and distance fields.
Yet, our data structures are optimized for fast and accurate collision
and proximity queries rather than for deformation simulations.
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2 Our Approach

First, layered voxelmap and plain point-soup representations of ob-
jects are computed according to [Sagardia et al. 2008]. Then, real
distance-field values (v) are stored in the voxels close to the surface
and a point-sphere tree is built (down-top) upon the plain point-
soup. In order to build our tree, neighbor points are organized in
clusters (see Figure 1(b)). The point in the cluster which is closest
to its center of mass belongs to the upper level in the tree, which is
also clustered. Additionally, all points and children points within a
cluster are enclosed with a minimal sphere (see Figure 1(c)).

After the offline generation of our structures, the online algorithm
computes the penetration of the likely colliding points in the vox-
elmap, similarly as in Figure 2. Each haptic cycle, the uppermost
cluster with the sphere that encloses all points is pushed to the query
queue. The algorithm checks whether each popped cluster sphere
is in collision; if so, the parent point of the cluster is checked for
collision and children clusters are pushed to the queue. As shown in
Figure 1(d), the floating-point (penetration) distance (v) of a point
is interpolated after computing the local distance field gradient (∇v)
in the voxel neighborhood (α,β ,γ). Normal vectors scaled with the
penetration yield collision forces (see Figure 2).

Figures 1(a) and 1(d) show examples of our data structures. Our
algorithm is between 1.5 and 17 times faster than the tree-less ap-
proach in the classical peg-in-hole scenario and presents low alias-
ing artifacts. Future work will address the exploitation of distance
queries and the uniformity in point distribution and clustering.
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